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TREND FILE
BY

JANET MORAIS

Janet Morais
Founder of Koket

Coveted gets up close and personal with the most sultry furniture brand
in the world along with Founder & CEO

2016 marked the year in which KOKET unveiled a new design

wasn’t long before KOKET was becoming noticed and known in

aesthetic, unleashing not only a new tempting set of pieces but

the international luxury furniture market and earning projects

a new direction for the brand. The most seductive furniture

with Saks Fifth Ave and Bergdorf Goodman, Universal studios,

brand will remain as sultry as before, however there is a new

Paramount Pictures, and numerous luxury hospitality projects

mature essence that surrounds the brand’s aesthetic. This new

across the world. From the brands’ inception Janet’s vision for

direction follows in the footsteps of Founder Janet Morais, who

KOKET was a daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish

has successfully grown the brand since its start in 2010. Now

presentations and risque ad campaigns which all proved to have

seven years later, KOKET and Janet have made a statement

tremendous success, this vision gathered attention and conveyed

with the brand’s highly desirable, empowering pieces, and are

the brand’s mission of creating highly desirable, empowering

beginning a new chapter into timeless design. KOKET began

statement pieces. It wasn’t just the seductive marketing and

with a simple design sketch over cocktails in a New York City

imagery that had people craving KOKET, but the handmade

lounge. From that simple sketch of the Mandy stool, the Guilty

construction and high quality materials that composed these

Pleasures collection developed into a decadent luxury brand of

alluring pieces. Magical mineral medlies, luxurious metallics,

case goods, upholstery, lighting and soft goods that had a touch

vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers entice and charm

of unseen feminine flair such as table legs shaped like a woman’s

unlike any piece of furniture has before. It was this love and

hip bone and upholstery mimicking the curves of a modern

passion for exotic and provocative materials that provided the

woman. With this unique and womanly approach to design, it

next step in KOKETs growth: the KOKET Textiles collection.

SPRING TRENDS 2017
COVETABLE OBJECTS

Patch of Sky
by Fabrica

Christopher Shulz’s chrome shark

FORT LAUDERDALE
INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW 2016
The Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show is an annual event

The overall space was amplified in order to fully lustre the spotlight

that promotes the most impressive display of marine products and

of the excellent cruising and yachting services in America.

accessories. Owned by Marine Industries Association of South

The popular Catamaran Cove, which was quite successful in last

Florida and managed by Show Management, it is the largest in-

year’s edition, returned with a diverse variety of sail and power

water boat show ever produced. The exhibition spaced for the

vessels from the leading builders of the industry, including

57th edition had more than 3 million square feet and took place

the Hudson, the Gunboat, the Horizon, and the Leopard. All

in seven locations, including the Bahia Mar Fort Lauderdale Hotel

catamarans were held at the Pier 66 Marina. The charter yacht

Beach & Yachting Center and the Hall of Fame Marina.

Lady Lola from Oceanco was once again featured. This 62 meter

The spectacular event occurred from 3 to 7 of November 2016.

beauty is mostly known for its tremendously poignant interior

The greatest concept about the outstanding Boat Show is that it

designed by Zuretti. Other famed yachts celebrated in the event

can be appreciated by the whole family as they can do entertaining

were the Galactica Super Nova by Heesen, which is one of the

activities, such as water sports demonstrations and participating

fastest yachts ever built; Codecasa showcased Apogee, a 62 metres

in specialised seminars and workshops about fishing and boating,

elegant and spacious design; the contemporary high-tech Just J’s

among countless others. The event presented over hundreds

developed by Hakvoort Shipyards was likewise emblazoned; and

and thousands of products from mesmerising yachts to fishing

lastly, the electrifying Solandge which was created by Lurssen,

boats of all sizes, to marine art, to jewellery and even exotic

and revered for its timeless exterior and bespoke interior. Fort

cars, along with numerous others.

Lauderdale is the best location for a boat show due to the city’s

It also counted with the presence of exhibitors and guests

recourses and based companies that provide the best services and

from all around the world. Manifold exhibition spaces were

support. It is also considered to be the yachting capital of the

redesigned or renamed, for instance, the Yachting Tent is now

world, and for this reason, it is one of the finest places, on a

entitled Superyacht Pavillion.

worldwide scale, to manage all aspects concerning maintenance
and provisioning. In addition, the weather is phenomenal.

NEWS & TRENDS //
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DESIGN MIAMI
2016

In a celebration of commerce and culture, the leading venue
Design Miami/ situated at the Miami Beach Convention Center,
commemorated once again the best achievements in design from
all around the world. The influential marketplace delivered the best
international convention amongst designers, curators, collectors,
gallerists, and critics. The fair was organised with a wide variety
of exhibitions between open to limited editions. Interpreting the
authentic platform for design enthusiasts, the event is a place
of discussion, creativity, and investment in the latest artistic
productions, such as mid-century and contemporary furniture,
lighting, and art accessories or renderings. Owing to this, the
forum is constantly being enhanced in order to provide the idyllic
point of reference in design. The 2016 edition of Design Miami/
occurred from the 29th of November to the 4th of December.
This year’s entryway was presented with the largest 3-D printed
installation and public plaza conceived by the unforgettable SHoP
Architects, who were actually chosen to be the recipients of the
Panerai Design Miami visionary award. Among the main events
was the collaboration between New York gourmet purveyors,
Dean & DeLuca and German architect, Ole Scheeren.

Nina Yashar‘s Nilufar Gallery
Nina Yashar

NILUFAR GALLERY
Seeking the best ancient carpets from Persia to China, to all around

table design which was exhibited in Milan amid the Salone del

the globe, Nina Yashar’s Nilufar Gallery was developed in 1979. At

Mobile. The machine used to print the table corresponds to those

such a young age, Yashar already wanted to challenge the work of

used to construct a house or a building.

her father by selling carpets. Everything was awfully instinctive to

In regards to new projects, Nina Yashar mentions that she is

her, and after a couple of years, her focus became abundantly clear,

currently working on an amazing apartment in Mayfair, Lon-

to sell her products only to a very selective audience.

don. Thereupon, she will be exhibiting her work on Design Basel

Yashar adopts an extremely eclectic style by mixing contempo-

in Miami, The Salon of Art + Design in New York, and count-

rary pieces with vintage material. Her curative preference is ex-

less others. Yashar is a restless designer always eager to discover

emplary in the revolutionary and exciting Locatelli’s 3D printed

unique ventures.

NEW SHOWROOM
PASSERINI

Passerini showroom in London, Guilt mirror by Koket

Chelsea Harbour Design Centre’s new showroom Passerini, is the

where people can truly enjoy design in its full meaning. In this

first physical space of the shop which opened due to the success

sense, the store takes a divergent path, unlike the conventional

that of online marketplace Passerini.com. The online store had its

retail or trade shop. So this sort of environment constitutes a very

inception about three years ago and mostly values a fusion of be-

specific and active relationship.

spoke designs, craftsmanship, and heritage from Europe.

They do not discard the possibility of opening other showrooms,

The showroom will feature the exquisite Portuguese brand, Koket,

especially if the current one is successful. According to Sophia Pas-

developed by Janet Morais.

serini, the managing director, the centre is even considering work-

To emphasise the showroom, the Sophia Passerini has gathered

ing outside Europe for their next ventures.

some of the best luxurious and handmade products in high-end

The showroom will exhibit seductive pieces from Koket, such as

furniture, lighting, and accessories but also features renowned dé-

the refined Geisha Armchair and the majestic Guilt Mirror.

cor brands to share their vision. As they became more established,

Products of the brands can be exhibited in the showroom or on-

more clients approached them to view products, whether if it was

line, depending on the brand’s philosophy. As a result, the centre

virtually or physically, and to ultimately purchase them.

envisions creating a multichannel which is quite the achievement

Passerini was conveyed as a place to converse or assist designers

for a design association.

and clients, but at the same time to showcase astounding pieces

DRECHSLER
INTERIORS

Joachim Drechsler

Drechsler Interiors creates a world of magic and fantasy. If you
ever visit Nuremberg take the tour up to the Unterlangenstadt,
where this wonderful showroom is based. It is not an ordinary
shop. You will find yourself visiting the home of good lighting
concepts and harmonious interior architecture.

CM: How would you describe your style? Do you have a

signature touch in the showroom?
DI: I love clear modern room designs, mixed with some

highlights. This could be, for example, a special way I style a
wall, or maybe great unique lamps or furniture pieces, together
with a good, atmospheric lighting concept. Our showroom has a
signature touch, as it is not like common showrooms, but in an

Coveted Magazine: How have you decided to embrace your

old stable, which I renovated, to bring in my personal note (as

profession?

described before) ... also to surprise clients, when they come to

Drechsler Interiors: As a kid I loved drawing and recast my

our little village and don’t have too many expectations.

room several times, also designing/building my own bed and
racks ... so it was obvious to move into this direction.

CM: Where do you draw your inspiration from when advising clients?
DI: To me, it always depends on what the clients’ want, so I need

CM: What do you love about your work?

to talk to them first, to find it out, concerning style, materials,

DI: Being creative and trying to find exactly the right solution

etc. And of course, how much money they are willing to spend.

for every client.

The inspiration has got to subordinate then.

CM: Where did you grow up? Do you think the places we live in

CM: What is your philosophy on work and life?

have influence in our lives somehow?

DI: Just be yourself ... and try to enjoy both.

DI: I grew up just a few kilometres from where I live now. For

sure do, the places we live in have influence in our lives.

CM: What do you love to do in your spare time? What are your hobbies?

For example, where I grew up, there wasn’t much traffic, but a

DI: I nearly have no spare time, but I love to listen to music and

lot of nature and quietness.

the good thing about my job is, that I can listen to music nearly

When I was working in Dortmund and Nuremberg, very soon

most of the day.

it was clear to me, that this is not the way I want to live the
rest of my life, as there were far too much traffic and too less

CM: What’s the hit song in your iPod/radio?

nature. I’m glad, to live in this area again and never want to live

DI: I don’t have an iPod and don’t listen to the radio at all, as there’s

in a bigger city, even if it would surely be much better for my

nothing interesting to hear for me ... I’m still listening to good old Vinyl-

profession, but home is where your heart is!

LP’s and CD’s ... and hit songs, I’m afraid, I got too far to mention.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
WITH

PETER STAUNTON

Harbury CountryHouse by Peter Staunton

Peter Staunton

create all similar designs, at the end, you don’t know who did what.
When I design a space, I try to create something that is different, that
has an edge, a soul, a little of rock and roll, something iconic and I al-

uring a visit to Covet London, CovetED Magazine has the

ways try to bring some fearless to it, rather than design something

opportunity to meet the person behind Peter Staunton In-

that you know that would work. So, the point of my projects is to

terior Design. One decade after start working as interior

create something that people can look and know “yeah, it’s him”.

designer, Peter Staunton is already known by its own style, in
which is possible to feel the rock n’ roll vibe since the first look!

CM: Do you consider you have a signature, something that defines

Very casual and always with a smile, the British interior designer

your projects?

told us more about his work career, his inspirations and the life-

PS: Yes, it’s basically to have a slight edge on rock and roll. It’s kind of

style he sells to his clients.

different. Because we work with so many different clients and they all
have different styles, I have to be flexible to work with all of them and

CM: How long do you work as interior designer?

I always try to bring something into their interiors, that is part of me.

Peter Staunton: : Ten years. I came into this career because it was a

And for me that is the rock and roll: I use a lot of black, different metals

family business. Ten years ago I moved back home from London and

and refine materials, and then I mix them with lovely velvet and sleek

I’ve been doing it for full time, for ten years.

blacks with the golds and I think that is the right mix that gives such
little bit of edge and a little bit of rock and rock.

CM: And how did you embrace this family business?
PS: With a completely open mind, always wanting to learn. I’m pret-

CM: What do you think that is essential in a home?

ty sure that I will never know it all, and that I can find endless design

PS: : A soul! And that’s what I look for when I work with clients. It’s to

inspiration in the unlikeliest places and people. I also always try to

find the balance between what they want and what I believe, my style.

keep pushing creative boundaries and not stand still, as people say;

We have to respect them because it’s their home but also try to explain

you are always as good as your last design.

them that they came to me for a reason and I want to give them a little
of what I think that will work. The trick is the balance between these

CM: What you look for when you create a space?

two. We want people to walk around the house freely and it’s not like

PS: I always try to create something different, something with an

a showroom because it’s very easy to do that. So I always try to create

edge. I think that are a lot of interior designers out there and lots of

interiors where people feel comfortable and relaxed with friends and

them look very similar, there are a lot of interior designers and they

family, a space where people walk in and really feel welcome.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
WITH

SARA LANÇA

Vellum wall and suspension lamp, Inca armchair,
Maasai 2 seat sofa and Koi screen by Brabbu

Sara Lança is the face behind BRABBU Design Forces, a highend contemporary furniture brand that provides a modern twist
on mid-century aesthetics. With an intense way of living - the
philosophy followed by the BRABBU - Sara was kind enough to
have a chat and guide us through her journey as a designer and her
dreams for the exciting future ahead.

“Design is a way of life. It is about
making ideas real and to make a
difference. I also believe in the power of
being fierce.”

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
WITH ARZU

KARTAL

Office in Hamburg by Arzu Kartal

Arzu Kartal

rzu Kartal is a specialised architect with
over 15 years of experience in Interior Design projects. Born in Istanbul and now based in
Hamburg, Germany, she describes her style as a mix
of European modernity with Ottoman touch: “My
style is a blend of colour and shape, which sends out
happiness and good vibrations”. Inspired by the big
names of the Interior Design such as Kelly Wearstler
and Marcel Wanders, she is also looking for news and
good ideas from her many trips around the world and
in the international trade fairs.
Better than describing, is reading her own words
about her work and personality.

Privat Villa Hamburg by Arzu Kartal

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
WITH ELKE

ALTENBERGER

Elke Altenberger Interiors

Elke Altenberger

lke Altenberger is a 20 years’ experienced Interior Designer from Vienna, Austria. Quality is one of the keywords
of her projects. Working mainly in Europe market, Elke is
now able to state that her style is 80% supported by “my customers’ identification” and “5% are experimental, in which I try new
elements, surfaces, technique, etc.” CovetED was with Elke in Vienna and now Elke is also on CovetED. See what this incredible
woman and professional has to say about herself.
CovetED Magazine: Being in love with our work is always the

key to achieving better results. Are you in love with this job?
What do you love most about being an interior designer?
Elke Altenberger: In short: I feel addicted to what I’m doing.

It’s just what I am. In fact identifying a priority within the variety of my business is not easy. Maybe the transfer of the salient
criterion of my clients – always different and individual – is what
I love most.
CM: Do you have a favourite project or a favourite story about

one of your projects?
EA: Not really. Each and every project has its own story of devel-

opment and translation. The handling of coincidences and daily
problems makes the real stories.

Elke Altenberger Interiors, Guilt mirror by Koket

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
WITH FIONA

BARRAT

Palace Gate, Fiona Barratt Interiors

Surrounded by dedication and experience, Fiona Barratt
has always been connected to the design industry from a
Fiona Barrat

very young age. Her grandfather, Sir Lawrie Barratt was
the founder of Barratt Homes, one of the largest house builders
in the United Kingdom. It is no wonder that the award-winning
artist found her voice in design. She graduated from the Art
Foundation and specialized in interior design. She also studied
at the Chelsea College of Art in London, and the Parsons School
of Design in New York. Since 2006, she has owned a successful
design studio, Fiona Barratt Interiors.
She best describes her style as a modern luxury, a very cosy and
comfortable yet luxurious design. She tends to use a cluster of
different textures, whether they are natural or manmade, and
she adds antiques to modern pieces in order to give it character.
Her passion for design is denoted in her exquisite creations and she
loves working and meeting the people behind this revolutionary

Savoy presidential suite, Fiona Barratt Interiors

industry. As a result, she endears every opportunity to travel and
discover new cultures, environments, and techniques.

THE RESTORATION OF THE GEORGIAN
RESTAURANT BY CHRISTOPHER GUY
Established in 1901, Harrod’s Georgian Restaurant occupies its 4th
floor and is one of the finest attractions of the department store.
Having an experienced background in bespoke materials and
craftsmanship, and a personal admiration for the restaurant,
Cristopher Guy Harrison, the founder and CEO of his self-entitled
luxury furnishings company, was the ideal choice to restore this
emblematic and unique setting. The British designer wound up
creating over 500 pieces of furniture. Heavily influenced in the
sophistication and glamour of the 20s and 30s, this space creates
a modern and classic atmosphere for its guests.
With the renewal of the restaurant, a cluster of innovative pieces
was displayed, such as carved wood silver leafed panels, a copper
statue of a Georgian aristocrat, and mosaic features that cover a
myriad of individual pieces.
This new appearance was an investment of £250 million by Qatar
Holdings, the official owners of the building since 2010. Martin
Illingworth who is the director of store development declared that
“this room is pure elegance and is everything Harrods stands for.”
The Georgian restaurant is a breath of fresh air and escapes from
the tumultuousness of Knightsbridge. It is the ultimate apotheosis
for cosmopolitan lifestyle and eternal beauty.

Christopher Guy

AYKON NINE ELMS
INTERIORS BY VERSACE
In a massive collaborating, leading luxury real estate developers
Dico UK property Ltd and DAMAC launched on the 20th of
July the first private fashion-branded residence. Bordered by
Battersea, the residence is situated in Nine Elms, London.
The building has 50-stories and is entitled AYKON Nine Elms.
Versace Home decorated the interiors and lobby of the residence.
Versace also designed the art gymnasium, the children’s play
area, the roof garden, the cinema, the indoor swimming pool,
the spa, and the lounge. Correspondingly, the haute couture
brand was immensely involved in the conception of this highend residential project.
Characterized by a mixture of premium penthouses with
one to three bedrooms, AYkON Nine Elms provides the most
phenomenal views and landscapes, as one is able to gaze over
River Thames, the Palace of Westminster, and the London Eye.
According to the CEO of Versace, Gian Giacomo Ferraris “Versace
is synonymous with fashion and luxury and its participation
in the real estate business provides the opportunity to fully
experience the Versace lifestyle. In recent years, the private
residential projects have become a strategic part of the Versace
world. Today, thanks to the collaboration with DICO UK
Property Holdings Ltd and DAMAC - a developer who we have
worked with for many years and who shares our vision for the
highest standards - we bring the ultimate expression of Versace’s
lifestyle to the very heart of London.”

Design gallerist
Rare & Unique Products

MODERNIST &ART MIX
There is a new modernist aesthetic in the twenty-first century that mixes art
with technology. It promotes a new concept between modern and vintage
designs with an unexpected fusion of materials.This time, Design Gallerist
made a selection of timeless artistic and a whit of modern twists.

WWW.DESIGNGALLERIST.COM

DESIGN GALLERIST //

ECLIPSE Rose
Gold Edition

Decadence Bookcase
by Koket

This special Rose Gold edition (without the
SuperLumiNova) combines the unique Eclipse design
with the gorgeous Rose Gold which is flattering for all
skin tones and perfect for many occasions. Built with
quality in mind, the Eclipse Metallic is constructed using
316L stainless steel casing and Milanese strap.

Indulge in the opulent essence of Art Deco design with the
Decadence Bookcase. Two ornate metal semi-circles are
joined in a glamorous union by sleek glass shelves and her
backless design allows for the perfect canvas to store your
simple pleasures.

www.ziiiro.com

www.bykoket.com

Metamorphosis Dining Table
by Boca do Lobo
Metamorphosis Dining Table’s surface is made of walnut root veneer
and includes special textured details that represent a fossil. This piece
also embodies high polished brass details to fill the stately base.
www.bocadolobo.com
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HOTELS WE COVET
MANDARIN ORIENTAL MUNICH

Mike Fuchs is the Executive Assistant Manager at the Munich
leading luxury hotel, Mandarin Oriental.
Ideally located in the heart of the old town, the hotel is surrounded by museums, the State Opera, the famous Hofbraeuhaus and
the exclusive Maximilian shopping street. Some of the finest
restaurants, boulevard cafés, art galleries and traditional gourmet
markets are just a stone’s throw away.
Within this lively, cultural and enticing environment, Mandarin
Oriental Munich marks a symbiosis of the classic style of Neo-Renaissance and traditional Bavarian elegance, combined with contemporary luxury. Coveted Magazine visited Mandarin in September and had the great honour to talk with Mr. Mike Fuchs.
Coveted Magazine: How do you like to introduce yourself and
what to say about Mr. Mike Fuchs?
Mike Fuchs: I am a very passionate person in terms of hospitality. After ten years abroad, my family and I have returned to
Germany and have settled down in Munich. It was so great and
a big honor to be part of Mandarin Oriental Munich’s refurbishment project, within we have opened Germany’s first Celebrity
Chef concept with Matsuhisa, Munich.
CM: Being in love with our work is always the key to achieve
better results. Are you in love with your job? What do you love
the most about being Executive Assistant Manager at Mandarin
Oriental Munich?
MF: I am definitely in love with my job and in my opinion that’s
the only way you can be really successful – being full of love and
passion for this exciting industry. Each day is different and you

never know for sure what will happen. Mandarin Oriental, Munich is 100 per cent owned and managed by the group, which
means there is a special focus on our hotel by our parent company.
CM: In your opinion what makes Mandarin Oriental Munich
different from the other hotels in Germany?
MF: We don’t only say “The guest is king”, but we live it. With
73 rooms and suites and more than 180 employees, we are able
to provide guests with a unique personal and individual service
– what is impossible in most of the other five star hotels. We
know and remember every single preference of our hotel guests
to show them during their next stay that we understand their
needs and wishes.
CM: What is the hotel concept and history?
MF: Originally built as Johann Kilian Stützel’s Ballhaus (Ball-

room house), the building of Mandarin Oriental, Munich was
planned as a glittering focal point of Munich’s social scene.
In 1945 the building was renovated, changing hands several times
before its transformation into the Antique Haus, the dream of
artist financier Manfred Rubesam. Rubesam hoped that the conversaion into an antique shopping complex would recall the glory
of former times, but neither he nor his successor Erich Kaufmann
was able to establish a sound financial base for the project.
In 1987 the building was purchased by George Rafael. After a
two-year renovation process the hotel experienced its glamorous
opening in spring 1990 as Rafael Hotel. In May 2000 the hotel
was purchased by Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group.
Today, Mandarin Oriental, Munich combines traditional and
modern luxury - offering an unique hotel experience to each single guest in the very city center of Munich.

HOTELS WE COVET
HILTON BANKSIDE HOTEL
“A Hilton like no other Hilton” is how the
Bankside Hotel describes itself and Coveted Magazine couldn’t agree more. From the design of
the space to the customer service, Hilton London
Bankside provides the perfect luxury experience
for a trip to London.”

Bankside hotel opened its doors in October 2015, six
years after the latest opening hotel of the prestigious
Hilton chain. It could be just another Hilton hotel
in London, but the entire atmosphere created by the
interior design of the space makes sure that the difference is noticed.
Stepping inside this new Hilton is like entering the
heart of Bankside and discovering all its secrets. Even
in the facade, it’s possible to see how the city was an
inspiration to create the architecture and design of the
space. The building is layered of stone, brick, bronze
metal cladding and glass, which make it easily framed
in the industrial area that surrounds it. Since the outside, it’s very clear how the art is present in every
single room of the hotel – in areas reserved for taxis,
there are two graffiti panels that can easily represent
the way that area is becoming modern yet keeping its
traditional industrial style.
The entire hotel is a project of Dexter Moren Associates & Twenty2Degrees. The two companies worked

incorporated the details of the area in the decor. The

together to create this space filled with delightful

floor is a reference to the neighbouring Tate Modern,

surprises. It’s important to understand that Hilton

evoking the famous Turbine Hall.

Bankside is the nearest five-star hotel of Tate Modern

Small sculptures of foxes are placed all over the hotel,

and this touristic point had a huge influence on the

which represent another way of incorporating the

design of the space, not only because of the materials

spirit of the area inside the hotel.

used but also due to the large art pieces that are dis-

The location is another thing that makes this new

played in the entire area.

Hilton a star in the city guide of London. Five min-

From the reception to every single area of this proj-

utes’ walk and you are at some of the most iconic and

ect, Dexter Moren Associates & Twenty2Degrees,

cultural places of the city: The Globe, Tate Modern

the responsible for the architecture and design of the

and The Shard.

hotel, created an industrial space where you can feel

Another thing to enjoy in the Bankside Hilton is the

the real sense of the city, but, at the same time, you

OXBO Restaurant. With a delicious menu created us-

feel comfortable and homely.

ing fresh British ingredients from local markets, this is

Let’s talk about the decoration of the space: it’s quite

the perfect place to have dinner.

clear all the inspiration that the designers’ team took

The restaurant keeps the industrial design of the en-

from the area. Very industrial and brutalist, Hilton

tire hotel with a very modern vibe. In the middle of

Bankside reflects the urban living off that part of the

the space, there are decorative perforated steel screens,

city. Right at the lobby, it’s possible to feel the indus-

creating privacy and strategically positioned to allow

trial inspiration of the design and how designers had

guests to be grouped into smaller areas.

HOTELS WE COVET
ESPA LIFE CORINTHIA HOTEL LONDON

“Set in a space of iconic
beauty, ESPA Life at Corinthia
London is quite simply the
Next Generation Spa.”
ESPA Life at Corinthia Hotel London is a spa designed for those
seeking an exclusive heaven dedicated to relaxation, health and
fitness. Spread over four floors and covering 3,300 square metres
in the heart of London, ESPA Life at Corinthia offers revolutionary
lifestyle programmes, incorporating complementary and
alternative medicine, targeted fitness and rehabilitation services
that focus on sports training, detox, sleep, weight loss, and
general vitality.
It offers many signature treatments designed especially for them,
such as the Sleep Ritual, Bamboo Joint Release Experience, Dosha
Specific Ritual, and the Active Abdominal Detox.
The Life aspect of their name, ESPA Life, is what makes this
space so unique in London and sets it apart from other ESPA spas
around the world.
Set in a space of iconic beauty, ESPA Life at Corinthia London is
quite simply the Next Generation Spa. A pioneering new concept,
ESPA Life excels at offering a fully integrated approach to your
wellbeing, bringing together a team of the world’s top experts
to offer an unrivalled choice of spa, complimentary alternative
therapies, fitness, beauty and Daniel Galvin Hair Studio. All of
them are under one roof.

WORLD’S FINEST RESTAURANTS
THE RIB

The Rib Restaurant, Porto

The Rib Restaurant, Porto

WORLD’S FINEST RESTAURANTS
ALAIN DUCASSE

Alain Ducasse at The Dorchester
offers a contemporary French fine
dining experience, within one of the
most beautiful hotels in London. The
whole experience is brought together
with a seamless and elegantly
informal service and run by a young,
industry-leading team including
Executive Chef Jean-Philippe Blondet,
Restaurant Director Damien Pepin
and Head Sommelier Christopher
Bothwell.
Each restaurant in the group tells a
different story, providing a sense of
place or different taste experience.
The restaurant Alain Ducasse at The
Dorchester is a refuge away from
the buzz of London; its interiors are
influenced by the magical greenery
of Hyde Park which neighbours the
restaurant, with wrap around windows
of the view. Alain Ducasse at The
Dorchester is a taste of the finest French cuisine in London, it is the
whole fine-dining experience, with a modern and relaxed attitude,
headed up by an extremely talented team full of energy and passion.
A modern, light and elegantly informal setting complements the
restaurant’s forward thinking approach to haute cuisine and its
focus on seasonality. The duo Jouin - Manku was responsible for the
interior décor of the restaurant. Their designs are often inspired by
nature and they have included ingenious and beautiful references to
Hyde Park, which the restaurant overlooks. These touches include
sprays of silk buttons covering the walls and the stunningly unique
Table Lumière, a table that seats six, located in the centre of the
restaurant and framed by more than 4,500 fibre optic lights.
It is so difficult to choose – the menus change regularly and are
continually innovating.
A signature dish to always choose is the ‘Sauté gourmand’ of Lobster
and truffled chicken quenelles – which is beautifully fragrant and
delicate. The Rum Baba has not left the menu at Alain Ducasse
at The Dorchester since the opening in 2007 and is always a firm
favourite with their customers. The original Baba was introduced

into France in the 18th century via
Alsace and Lorraine by the exiled King
of Poland and the current Rum Baba
on the menu has developed from the
version Alain Ducasse created for Le
Louis XV-Alain Ducasse restaurant in
Monaco. Pastry Chef Angelo Ercolano
serves his version with a choice of five
different rums. Diners tell him they
forget the time and place and get
completely caught up in the moment,
which is wonderful to hear. The
restaurant is warm and inviting, whilst
the service is as skilled as you would
expect from a three Michelin stars
restaurant. We hope you will leave the
restaurant having tasted flavours that
have surprised and delighted you.
“I am always learning!” – says Alain,
with the restaurants operated by such
experienced and talented chefs in their
own right, new recipes are developed
in a collaborative way. It is important to him that his Executive
and Head chefs experiment and develop their own unique vision
and interpretation of his cuisine. It is important to keep moving
forward and Alain embraces innovation and new ideas. He meets
with his teams in each restaurant at least once a month, and
corresponds with the executive chefs sometimes several times
a day – so there is a constant flow of communication. When
a recipe is decided upon, before it is included on the menu, the
management team of the restaurant trials it, and collaboratively
decide on the wine pairing and any serving suggestions.
Alain Ducasse team is highly motivated because they are all
extremely passionate and committed about what they do. The
restaurants operate successfully from having a close-knit team,
most of whom have been with Alain Ducasse Enterprise for a
good many years. “I am very conscious of ensuring that the next
generation of chefs and front of house feel the same excitement and
sense of adventure that there was in the industry when I started.
Inspiration and training are so important; once you have the skills,
you have the tools to make anything happen.” – says Alain.

STYLE ICONS //

STYLE

ICONS
GRACE KELLY

An awarded actress who fell in love with
a prince from a foreign land, and after the
marriage became herself a princess. That
could be a character from the script of a
romantic movie, but no; that’s Grace Kelly.
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